let our objects sing
9-11am  meeting.team();

11:23 am  finding_projekt_chaos=MAX;
          research_for_programm(Teamwork²);

2-4 pm   Start Hacking!
          tool(for);  //Object recognition
          //mp3-Edit
          if(usecamera==TRUE) {be careful;}
          mixing mp3[2][40];

4-12 pm  //Finishing experimenting phase

0-4 am   while(awake) {solve problems;}

Eyezeneers
let our objects sing: People in their natural habitat
let our objects sing: People also in their natural habitat
Challenges

Programm

Intelligence

Model

Few classes
not the best

Camera
slow

Wifi
slow
let our objects sing: Students really special people

And a lonely bottle...
let our objects sing: And here we have a choir of chairs
possibilities and future outlook
and of course ...

....help people who have to rely on their ears
Sunday
02.12.2018

8-10am  presentation = inProcess;
10-4 pm  //WebApp
          Small_Changes;
4-5 pm   presentation
5 pm     <Party.Time>
Thank you!